
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Practice of a Ritual Performing Art: Focusing on Kato Kikudayu 
Group of Ise-daikagura
Tomoaki Mayuzumi
The purpose of this paper is to consider what kind of aspect 
Ise-daikagura performer attempt to attract audiences through 
conducting fieldwork. Generally, their performance consists of “ritual” 
and “entertainment”. But I reconsider this stereotypical image by 
approaching performer’s means to interact with audience. 
Ise-daikagura is a traditional performing art from the Edo period. 
Performers show the lion dance (shishi-mai) and acrobatics (houka-gei) 
among many areas of the Western Japan, as itinerant performence. I 
have examined the Kato Kikudayuu group that belongs to a religious 
body, Ise-daikagura Kousha. 
The first point to be discussed is “Kadoduke” style. Performers 
ask for living necessities such as money and rice, and perform the lion 
dance as audiences for household safety and a good harvest in front of 
the gate. But it actually depends on the audience decision whether they 
perform or not. Therefore, they put use various kinds of information to 
negotiate with audience.
The Second section of this review, I focus on “Soumai” style. This 
style consists of shishi-mai and houka-gei in open spaces for a long time, 
if performers are asked to do. At that time, performers are surrounded 
by audience. Back on the case, Kikudayuu group is remarkable for “Ougi-
no-mai”, a performance included Soumai. This dance was acquired from 
the other group by a young performer, and he arranges into a faster way 
in attending to make the performance more attractive audience.
In this important point we notice that Ise-daikagura performers 
can’t continue the activity without confronting audiences.
